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The Center for Democracy & Technology (CDT) submits these comments in
response to USTR’s April 1, 2013 request for public comments.1 CDT is a nonprofit public interest organization working to keep the Internet open, innovative,
and free. In light of that mission, CDT will focus these comments on two specific
matters identified in USTR’s notice: item (j), regarding electronic commerce and
data flow issues; and item (q), relating to trade-related intellectual property rights.

I. Overview
CDT would welcome an agreement that establishes a sound and durable
framework for the robust transatlantic exchange of digital information, goods, and
services. The Internet provides an unprecedented technical platform for free
expression and digital commerce, but it cannot achieve its full potential without
an appropriate legal framework. The United States and the members of the
European Union, as leading liberal democracies with a shared historical and
political alignment on the importance of protecting and furthering human rights,
could establish an important international precedent and model on key Internetrelated issues.
At the same time, there are some data flow and intellectual property issues that
warrant significant caution and restraint. In particular, one major controversial
issue related to cross-border data flows concerns the differences in data
protection/privacy regimes in the US and EU. Privacy law implicates the
fundamental rights of individual citizens and is currently an area of active
democratic legislative consideration in both the EU and US. In a similar vein,
copyright law implicates individuals’ fundamental speech rights and is the subject
of vigorous, ongoing democratic debate.
With respect to both privacy and copyright, therefore, TTIP negotiators should
take care to avoid the appearance of trying to either (i) bypass or preempt the
regular legislative process, or (ii) undermine or weaken individuals’ rights. This is
best done by minimizing TTIP’s commitments regarding the substantive legal
rules in these areas, and focusing instead on matters of fair process and equal
treatment. For example, rather than trying to dictate what substantive choices
the EU or US should make regarding their privacy laws, TTIP could instead seek
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to address the process and mechanisms for enabling private data to flow across borders
despite legal differences, perhaps based on findings of equivalence or adequacy.
Likewise, rather than embrace specific legislative choices regarding copyright, TTIP
could focus on processes for cooperating in enforcing existing laws against cross-border
offenders. Alternatively, if TTIP nonetheless delves into substantive copyright law, it
should promote a balanced approach that includes meaningful provisions on matters
such as limitations and exceptions and intermediary safe harbors.
Of course, the line between substance and process is not always clear. Moreover, even
arguably procedural questions regarding privacy and copyright are likely to raise
complex and controversial questions. These are areas in which the details and specific
language are crucial, and carry significant implications not just for commerce but for
fundamental individual rights. The TTIP process should therefore provide an increased
level of transparency regarding proposals under consideration in these areas.
Specifically, at one or more appropriate points in the process, before any agreement is
functionally final, negotiators should release draft text for public comment and input.
Without such transparency, TTIP negotiations may inadvertently foster the public
impression that the agreement reflects an effort to sidestep or short-circuit legitimate,
democratic legislative debate on topics of tremendous public interest and important
individual rights. Already, some civil society groups are expressing precisely this fear,
calling for privacy and intellectual property issues to be excluded from TTIP entirely.2 To
the extent TTIP addresses these issues, it should so in a manner that is both transparent
and restrained.

II. Free Flow of Information
CDT would welcome the inclusion in TTIP of strong protections for the free cross-border
flow of information on the Internet. Such provisions could benefit both the public’s free
expression interest in being able to send and receive information and the commercial
interests of the United States’ world-leading Internet and online services industries. Just
as important, provisions on the free flow of information could serve as a positive model
for other countries and for global Internet freedom generally.
Restrictions on the free flow of information on the Internet can take a variety of forms,
including blocking of non-local content and services and requirements for local storage
of certain types of data. To protect the free flow of information, CDT suggests that USTR
consider pursuing provisions to:
§

Explicitly acknowledge the importance of the free flow of information online to
businesses and consumers, and assert that blocking cross-border provision of
content and services is a trade barrier.
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§

Codify principles 2, 3, and 4 of the 2011 EU-US Trade Principles for Information
and Communication Technology Services.3 These principles include statements
that governments should promote the ability of consumers to access and
distribute the information, applications, and services of their choice; should not
restrict the cross-border provision of services; should not prevent cross-border
transfers of and access to information; and should not require service suppliers to
use local infrastructure or establish a local presence. Turning these non-binding
principles into actual trade commitments would be a useful step.

§

Ensure strong protections for Internet intermediaries against liability for the
expression and activities of users. Internet intermediaries are key enablers of the
free flow of information online, because they provide the conduits, platforms, and
tools for a robust variety of user-generated communication. Without liability
protection, however, intermediaries are forced to restrict and censor users’
communications and expression, or pare back user-empowering communications
capabilities entirely, in an effort to minimize the intermediaries’ own liability risk.
Moreover, uneven treatment of intermediaries creates significant uncertainty for
Internet-based businesses looking to expand from the United States into the
global marketplace.
The US and EU both have enacted strong protections for intermediaries.4 But
there are still occasional examples of European countries seeking to hold
intermediaries responsible for their users’ behavior, such as Italy’s 2010 criminal
conviction (finally overturned on appeal in late 2012) of three Google executives
for a user-posted video.5 TTIP should include a commitment to protect Internet
intermediaries against liability with respect to information that the intermediary
does not create, substantively modify, or select. In addition, TTIP should reaffirm
the legal principle, common to the US and EU, that Internet intermediaries shall
not be legally obligated to monitor the user communications they transmit or
store.6

§

Prohibit governments from imposing “sending party pays” or other fee regimes
that would burden and discourage interconnection and data flows between
networks. As CDT explained in detail in response to a proposal by European
telecommunications carriers last year, any imposition of a sending- party-pays
regime would, among other problems, chill the online flow of information and risk
fragmenting the Internet.7
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§

Prohibit governments from applying traditional broadcast media laws to online
platforms.8 Rules for traditional broadcast media (radio and television) have in
many countries been more restrictive than rules for other media, proscribing
certain content and imposing licensing requirements. Given the abundant and
user-controlled nature of Internet-based content, broadcast rules would be a poor
fit. Extending broadcast rules to the transmission of content and information over
the Internet would significantly chill the free flow of information online and across
borders.

III. Data Protection / Privacy
An important but controversial issue affecting the free flow of information concerns the
differences in the data protection regimes in the US and EU. Those differences – the US
currently lacks horizontal data protection legislation, whereas the EU enacted generally
applicable data protection standards in 1995 and is currently developing a new Data
Protection Regulation – could impair the exchange of information defined as personal
data under the European legislation. This is a significant commercial issue and may
therefore prompt calls for TTIP to address questions of data protection and privacy.
CDT believes TTIP should take a cautious and limited approach to data protection and
privacy. This is an area of very active democratic debate on both sides of the Atlantic.
The Obama Administration has proposed a “Consumer Privacy Bill of Rights”9 and is
spearheading a series of multistakeholder negotiations aimed at developing appropriate
codes of conduct.10 The EU is in the process of crafting an ambitious rewrite of its data
protection framework. With so much in flux, TTIP needs to avoid both the reality and the
appearance of attempting to preempt or bypass the regular democratic process on these
issues.
It would be particularly inappropriate for TTIP to include data protection provisions that
effectively diminish the privacy rights or protections afforded to individuals. Trade
negotiators should not be in the position of negotiating down privacy or other individual
rights enjoyed by citizens. Nor should a commitment to free flow of information across
borders create an easy path for circumventing democratically established data protection
rules. For example, a company should not be able to evade one jurisdiction’s privacy
laws merely by transferring personal data to servers located in another jurisdiction.
For these reasons, TTIP should steer clear of commitments concerning the substance of
data protection regimes. The TTIP trade negotiation process is not a suitable forum for
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harmonizing or otherwise making decisions about substantive rights, rules, and
protections in the area of privacy.
Instead, TTIP negotiations should consider how to develop a process for enabling
transatlantic commerce and data flows in manner that respects and will not undermine
the different substantive policy choices the EU and US may make in the area of data
protection. Under existing EU law, the US-EU Safe Harbor has provided a mechanism
for addressing this challenge.11 With the forthcoming EU Data Privacy Regulation and
now the prospect of TTIP, a new or updated mechanism may be called for. In the
absence of a generally applicable US privacy statute, there need to be ways to afford US
companies certainty that their practices concerning personal data will be deemed
adequate or equivalent under EU rules.
This is not a simple or easy matter. Negotiating a mechanism for defining adequacy or
equivalence comes very close to determining citizens’ individual rights. TTIP certainly
should not include provisions designed to lower the substantive thresholds for adequacy
or equivalence. At a minimum, however, TTIP should feature a procedural commitment
to reach a workable solution to this problem.

IV. Copyright
Like privacy, copyright is an area in which the substantive legal framework is the subject
of very active public and legislative debate. The intense public reactions to SOPA and
PIPA in the United States and ACTA in Europe demonstrate both the controversial
nature and the high level of popular interest in the shape of the copyright regime.12 More
recently, the head of the US Copyright Office has publicly said that the time has come for
a major rewrite of the Copyright Act,13 and the Chairman of the House Judiciary
Committee has announced plans to launch a comprehensive review of US copyright
law.14 The European Commission, meanwhile, has launched a stakeholder dialogue
aimed at updating the EU’s copyright framework and has been reviewing the EU’s IP
Rights Enforcement Directive.15
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In light of all this activity through the regular democratic and legislative process, TTIP
negotiators should be wary of addressing substantive matters of copyright law.
Provisions based on current US law, for example, could later prove ill-considered or
unwieldy if Congress pursues fundamental reforms to the copyright statute. Indeed, they
could even serve as serious obstacles to legislative reform, effectively locking in by
international agreement substantive copyright provisions that Congress might soon wish
to revise.
Above all, addressing the substantive legal rules of copyright in a non-public, trade
negotiation process would fuel suspicion that TTIP’s copyright provisions reflect an effort
to bypass or short-circuit the regular democratic process on these issues.
Public distrust of copyright policymaking is already running high, which undermines
respect for copyright law generally and complicates efforts to improve copyright
compliance and enforcement. TTIP should take care not to exacerbate this problem.
TTIP’s goals for copyright should therefore be limited – a suggestion consistent with the
report of the High Level Working Group, which called for exploration of a “limited
number” of intellectual property issues rather than a broad IPR accord.16 Given that the
US and EU both have well-developed copyright law regimes, a broad substantive
copyright chapter seems unnecessary in any event. TTIP’s copyright provisions could
focus instead on more procedural enforcement questions, such as cooperation to
facilitate enforcement against serious cross-border violators of whatever substantive
legal rules the US and EU choose to enact now or in the future.
CDT strongly urges against wading into questions of substantive copyright law. But if
TTIP negotiators nevertheless go down that path, it would be imperative to include
provisions to ensure an appropriate balance among the needs of content creators, the
needs of the information- and technology-using public, and societal values such as free
speech.
In particular, it would be essential to include affirmative commitments regarding robust
limitations and exceptions (L&Es) to the scope of copyright. L&Es are as much a core
part of a sound copyright regime as provisions securing rights and enabling
enforcement. In the US, the “fair use” limitation set forth in section 107 of the Copyright
Act has been essential to both free expression and a wide range of technological
innovation and commerce. Promoting and extending similar or comparable speech- and
innovation-enabling copyright provisions beyond US borders would be a beneficial
negotiating objective. Conversely, a TTIP in which rights and enforcement commitments
were mandatory but L&Es were weak or optional would effectively promote a skewed,
one-sided vision of copyright law.17 L&Es need to be a central feature of any balanced
approach to copyright.
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TTIP could also include provisions reaffirming shared legal principles regarding the role
of Internet intermediaries with respect to copyright infringement by users. The DMCA
and the E-Commerce Directive both include safe harbor provisions that protect a range
of intermediaries from liability for user behavior.18 Both laws expressly state that
intermediaries need not actively monitor user communications in order to detect unlawful
activity.19 These provisions give online intermediaries – such as social networks, photoand video-sharing sites, blogging platforms, and a wide variety of other tools and
services – the legal certainty necessary to offer innovative communications services that
expand the space for commerce and free expression online. Their faithful
implementation is essential for cross-border provision of Internet-based services.
Individual European jurisdictions, however, have not always adhered to these principles.
For example, some courts, as in the Italian case referenced above,20 have denied safe
harbor protection to services they characterize as “active hosting.” Limiting protection to
platforms that provide only bare-bones hosting would effectively exclude most current
and emerging hosting services, making the safe harbor irrelevant for most of the hosting
ecosystem. US courts have firmly rejected efforts to hobble the safe harbor protections
in this fashion.21
Meanwhile, other European courts have imposed “notice-and-stay-down” or website
blocking requirements that effectively force content hosts or ISPs to monitor all user
activity or traffic.22 After all, the only way to ensure that specific content or websites are
blocked is to scrutinize the activity of all users on a real-time basis, so that to the
targeted material can be identified. This constitutes a back-door route to imposing the
type of affirmative monitoring obligations that US and EU law expressly reject. Given
this history, it could be useful for USTR to use TTIP to reaffirm shared US and EU
commitments to meaningful safe harbors without monitoring requirements.
Finally, the E-Commerce Directive safe harbor, unlike the DMCA, does not expressly
cover information location tools such as search engines and online directories. Many EU
member states have extended safe harbors to them anyway, recognizing their
importance to the functioning of the Internet.23 USTR could seek TTIP language
endorsing the inclusion of information location tools in safe harbor provisions.
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V. Transparency
Even if TTIP pursues appropriately limited objectives regarding data protection and
copyright, these are areas where draft text should be made available for public comment
at one or more times before it is functionally final.
CDT recognizes that full, real-time transparency may not be conducive to successful
trade negotiations. But by the same token, some issues are not be well suited to
resolution through deals cut behind closed doors. Data protection and copyright policy
affect individual citizens’ rights of privacy and free expression. They are also areas in
which mere outlines or high-level descriptions of proposals are of limited utility, given the
delicate balance and often-complex interactions between different legal provisions. In
short, the details of actual language are likely to matter a great deal. This is likely to be
true even if TTIP negotiators seek to focus on matters of process and equal treatment
rather than substantive law; the line between substance and process is often not clear.
In the absence of an opportunity to comment on actual text, critics will charge that
specific industries may be using the trade agreement process to try to achieve goals that
would be unattainable in an open and public process. Public distrust of the policymaking
process and the legal regime, which is already a serious problem in the field of copyright,
will increase. Just as important, TTIP negotiators will be deprived of the benefit of input
from the full range of stakeholders in assessing the likely legal and practical impact of
proposals.
It may be that some parties would use publicly released text as a focal point for rallying
opposition, rather than advocating constructive changes. But that is a common feature
of democratic decisionmaking. It is no reason to deny the opportunity for public input
and feedback about the legal and practical implications of proposed language on matters
of significant import for individual rights.
In short, transparency and public input are essential for TTIP’s provisions on privacy and
copyright – both for getting the substance of the agreement right, and for getting the
public to accept the resulting provisions as legitimate. This is true regardless of whether
TTTIP negotiators pursue limited and largely procedural commitments in these areas, as
CDT believes they should, and becomes all the more essential to the extent that TTIP
strays into arguably more substantive matters. There is no reason why the US and EU
could not jointly agree that privacy and copyright are suitable areas for the public release
of draft text and an opportunity for public comment.
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